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Abstract - An intelligent frame buffer architecture is proposed for parallel and distributed line scan-conversion. The architecture is of the type of wavefront array processors. It is demonstrated that the new frame buffer architecture achieves extremely high throughput and yet with very low frame buffer bandwidth requirement in scan-conversion, providing a solution to the bottleneck problem of pushing pixels into the frame buffer.

1 Introduction

Line is probably the most important computer graphics primitive. Research on plotting digital lines has remained active since the early days of computer graphics [2, 3, 7, 8, 9]. The author and his former professors at the University of Calgary developed very fast line scan-conversion algorithms that significantly outperform the classic Bresenham's algorithm. However, the impact of our achievements on interactive computer graphics is restricted by the fact the bottleneck in raster image generation is no longer in scan-conversion but in frame buffer access. In short, the modern image engines can compute images at a much higher speed than that of writing pixels into the frame buffer. Many hardware architectures were proposed to break the frame buffer bandwidth bottleneck [5, 4, 6]. This paper presents a new frame buffer architecture to facilitate parallel two-dimensional vector generation with the number of frame buffer accesses as few as the number of lines which presents a substantial reduction from the number of pixels.

The new frame architecture is a fundamental departure from the previous ones by sending only line end points into the frame buffer and letting pixels computed right inside the frame buffer. Furthermore, the new architecture allows distributed drawing of non-mutually-intersecting lines rather than just computing pixels of a single line in parallel, increasing the degree of parallelism from the previous pixel level to vector level. Despite its high performance, the new frame buffer architecture is conceptually and structurally simple, thus suitable for VLSI implementation. The algorithm for parallel line drawing is a variation of classic DDA line generator, and it is wired into wavefront array processors. Programming in the new frame buffer architecture is exactly the same as in today's standard frame buffer environment. Although the architecture is designed in this paper for very high throughput and low frame buffer bandwidth requirement in vector generation, it can be easily extended to support parallel and distributed processing for polygon scan-conversion, smooth shading and depth computations in Z-buffer algorithm.

The paper is organized as follows. First we derive in the next section a variation of the conventional DDA line generator, called integer DDA. The new DDA algorithm is particularly suitable to be implemented by wavefront array processors in parallel. In section 3 we design the parallel architecture of wavefront array DDA processors that can be integrated into a frame buffer. Then in section
4 we demonstrate how the new frame buffer architecture can revolutionize line scan-conversion with high throughput but low frame buffer bandwidth requirement. Section 5 contains some discussions about the new architecture, its comparison with the previous designs, and its extension to support incremental graphics algorithms in general.

2 DDA and Integer DDA

The classic DDA (digital differential analyzer) is a simple and straightforward scheme for line scan-conversion. Without loss of generality we consider only lines of slopes between 0 and 1. Lines of other slopes can be accommodated by symmetry. In DDA we march along x axis in unit step, i.e., $x_i = x_{i-1} + 1$, and increment $y$ by a floating value $k$ that is the slope of the line, i.e., $y_i = y_{i-1} + k$.

The floating value $y_i$ is rounded to its closest integer, and the pixel $(x_i, \lfloor y_i + 0.5 \rfloor)$ is plotted in the $i$-th iteration. In this section we first introduce a simple but important modification of the original DDA to eliminate the floating arithmetic involved. This can be done by changing the floating addition to a module addition. The error introduced can be controlled by limiting the line lengths. The algorithm operates on an $n$-bit integer $D$. To draw a line from $(x_0, y_0)$ to $(x_1, y_1)$, $x_0 < x_1$, $y_0 < y_1$, $0 \leq k = (y_1 - y_0)/(x_1 - x_0) \leq 1$, we initialize $D = 2^{n-1}$, $x = x_0$ and $y = y_0$. The line is scan-converted from left to right. For every increment of $x$ the integer

$$d = \lfloor k(2^n - 1) + 0.5 \rfloor$$

is added to $D$. The addition is carried out in module $2^n$ and the overflow of $D$ is recorded. Whenever an overflow occurs, $y$ gets incremented by 1.

To see the above logic we can imagine that the integer $D$ is a fractional number with the decimal point is to the left of its highest significant bit. Thus its initialization $D = 2^{n-1}$ is 0.5 in fraction. If we treat $D$ as the imagined fraction number, its increment $d$ is then an approximation of the line slope $k$, with the approximation error being

$$e = k - d2^{-n}.$$ 

Clearly the error can be bounded by $|e| \leq 2^{-n}$. Since $D$ has an initial value of 0.5, when $D$ overflows at $x_i$, the line crosses the $x_i$ column above the midpoint between the two adjacent pixels $(x_i, \lfloor kx_i \rfloor)$ and $(x_i, \lfloor kx_i \rfloor)$, if we ignore the error term which is less than $i2^{-n}$. Thus $y$ should get an increment of 1 due to rounding. We call the above integer arithmetic for line drawing integer DDA to distinguish it from the traditional DDA. The integer DDA algorithm for lines of $0 \leq k \leq 1$ is described by the flowchart of Fig. 1.

\begin{verbatim}
x := x0; y := y0; D := 2^{n-1}; d := \lfloor k(2^n -1)+0.5 \rfloor; set pixel(x,y);

x := x+1;

x > x1 ?
  Yes
  D:=D+d;
  D overflow ?
    Yes
      y := y+1;
    No
      set pixel(x,y);

No

terminate
\end{verbatim}

Figure 1: The integer DDA line generator.
3 Wavefront Array DDA Processors

The integer DDA derived earlier was not intended as a competitive alternative for incremental line algorithms, although it can be one. The real power of the integer DDA algorithm is that it is very suitable for massive parallel hardware realization. Indeed, in each iteration of the integer DDA algorithm the arithmetic and logic operations are extremely simple, namely, an addition and an overflow check; furthermore, those two operations are done on the same integer variable $D$. If we associate with each pixel in frame buffer with an adder and interconnect a pixel to its four 4-connected neighbors locally, then we can propagate the control integer variable $D$ from a pixel to its neighboring pixel on the course of a digital line based on the simple integer DDA algorithm. That is, we give each pixel some intelligence to determine whether it is on or off the digital line locally without being told by a central processor and hence eliminate frame buffer writing altogether. Let us examine the array of integer adders for DDAs as described by Fig. 2. For the simplicity in explaining our design, only the connections necessary for drawing lines of $0 \leq k \leq 1$ are shown in the figure. Each cell in the proposed architecture performs very simple computations (see Fig. 2(a)). It takes integers $d$ and $D$ with its overflow bit $O$. If the overflow bit $O = 0$, the pixel at the current cell is set, the cell to the right is fired, and values $d$ and $D + d$ are sent to the right neighboring cell; in the case of $O = 1$, the cell to the top is fired, and values $d$ and $D$ with its overflow bit $O$ reset to 0 are sent to the upper neighboring cell. Clearly described above is an asynchronous architecture that may be classified as wavefront array processors. It is easy to see that the proposed architecture and the computations of each cell implement the integer DDA algorithm. To draw a line from $(x_0, y_0)$ to $(x_1, y_1)$, the cell for $(x_0, y_0)$ is fired first with $D = 2^n - 1$ and $d = [k(2^n - 1) + 0.5]$ as its input data. From this point on the cells on the digital line will be fired sequentially and set the pixels along the line. To terminate the line propagation at $(x_1, y_1)$ we need to set a flag at the cell at $(x_1, y_1)$ so that it will not fire any of its neighbors when it gets fired at the last.

![Figure 2: DDA cell (a) and DDA array (b) for computing lines of $0 \leq k \leq 1$.](image-url)
Figure 3: The connection of wavefront array processors for line scan-conversion.

The extension of the above design to include lines of all slopes is straightforward. In Fig. 3 illustrated is the connection of of wavefront array DDA processors for lines of all directions. Of course, we have to put more logic into each cell to accommodate lines of all orientations. To make the decision as to which of the 4-connected neighbors to be fired in the line propagation, we need to add to the data flow a two-bit direction code $C = c_1 c_0$: $c_1 c_0 = 00$ for $0 \leq k \leq 1$, $c_1 c_0 = 01$ for $-1 \leq k < 0$, $c_1 c_0 = 10$ for $1 < k < \infty$, and $c_1 c_0 = 11$ for $-\infty < k < -1$. Let $R_{fire}$, $U_{fire}$, $L_{fire}$ and $D_{fire}$ be the signals to fire the right, upper, left, and lower cell. Then the logic of firing the next cell becomes:

$$
R_{fire} = (\overline{O} \land c_1) \lor (O \land c_1 \overline{c_0})
$$
$$
U_{fire} = (\overline{O} \land c_1) \lor (O \land \overline{c_1} c_0)
$$
$$
L_{fire} = O \land c_1 \overline{c_0}
$$
$$
D_{fire} = O \land \overline{c_1} c_0
$$

(3)

The reason for the 4-connection rather than 8-connection of the wavefront array DDA processors is to reduce the amount of inter-cell connections.

As the result, a diagonal pixel move is accomplished by two axial moves. Our design has all the desirable features for easy VLSI implementation, namely, simple connection, modularity and regularity. Each cell and inter-cell connections are identical. The processor at each cell consists of an integer adder plus the logic circuit for Eq(3). Integrating the above wavefront array processors into the frame buffer, one processor per pixel, configures an intelligent frame buffer.

4 High-Speed Distributed Line Drawing

The proposed architecture has massive parallelism. The wavefront array DDA processors can compute all lines in a scene simultaneously as long as they do not intersect among each other. The time required is proportional to the length of the longest line, independent of the total number of pixels set. This level of parallelism makes it possible to compute wired-frame images in the time linear to the resolution of the display not to the complexity of the image.

The requirement of no two lines under scan-conversion intersecting each other is due to a resource contention problem. To guarantee the correctness of generated lines, no DDA cell may be fired by two sources at the same time. Since our design is asynchronous it is better to adopt the conservative prevention of disallowing line intersections. But this strategy will not restrict the parallelism of the architecture but rather shift the computational burdens to the central processor to solve the bottleneck problem in writing the frame buffer. The central processor will not compute the pixel screen coordinates and push the pixels into the frame buffer. Instead it will use the saved computing power to find the line intersections, and partition the lines into non-intersecting smaller line segments, and submit those shorter lines simultaneously to the wavefront array DDA processors integrated into the frame buffer. So the lines can be computed right inside the frame buffer in parallel, achieving extremely high throughput with very few frame buffer accesses from the central processor. The number of frame buffer accesses in the new architecture is the number of...
line scan-conversion jobs submitted rather than the number of pixels in the scene.

5 Discussions

For the new intelligent frame buffer architecture clipping against the screen becomes unnecessary. We simply terminate the line propagation at the cells on the boundaries of the screen.

The type of incremental computations suitable for the proposed wavefront array architecture is common in computer graphics, for instance, the inner loops in polygon scan-conversion algorithm, in incremental depth computations of Z-buffer algorithm, and in smooth shading algorithms, are all of the form $D := D + d$ along the $x$ axis. Therefore, with some elaborations on the above architecture, it is possible for all these algorithms to be implemented in parallel and right in frame buffer. All the current mentioned algorithms that propagate on a line-by-line basis can then proceed along all scan lines simultaneously, with their running time bounded by the widest extent of the polygon (the longest scan line) not by the polygon area.

By the above argument the wavefront array architecture should also fit the bresenham's incremental line algorithm. Although this is true, Bresenham's algorithm uses two different increments in its inner loop rather than one in the integer DDA algorithm. Thus in the wavefront array architecture for Bresenham's algorithm we need one more constant in the data flow than the architecture for integer DDA algorithm. This increases the complexity of VLSI implementation and decreases the processing speed.

Among all previous logic-enhanced frame buffer architectures, the one closest to our design is Fuches et. al.'s Pixel-Planes architecture [4]. They used a one-bit ALU for each pixel and organized those one-bit ALUs into a binary tree. The proposed frame buffer architecture requires a full rather than one-bit adder per pixel, hence more hardware extensive. However, the wavefront array design has higher modularity and simpler connection, hence more suitable for VLSI implementation. The degree of parallelism for the new architecture is higher by magnitudes than Fuches et. al.'s design since the former computes objects in parallel whereas the latter computes pixels in parallel. Admittedly Fuches et. al.'s architecture can support a wider range of graphics and image processing operations with more elaborated parallel algorithms. More parallel graphics algorithms in wavefront array architecture are under our investigation. Wavefront array architecture has been successfully used in image processing [1]. It is the author's belief that more research is needed to explore wavefront array architecture's applications in computer graphics.

6 Conclusion

An intelligent frame buffer architecture in the form of wavefront array processors is proposed. The new architecture can perform parallel line scan-conversion at extremely high throughput and yet with very low frame buffer bandwidth requirement. This architecture is advocated to parallelize other incremental graphics algorithms.
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